
Foldable wireless 
charging station WCS-305

Meet the Canyon WCS-305 charging station — a liberating 
solution to break free from the tangles of charging cables. 
Compatible with most smartphones and devices following the 
Qi standard, including iPhone, Apple Watch, and AirPods, this 
compact station is your ticket to charging simplicity. 

This charging station is a real multitasker and lets you charge 
up to three devices simultaneously. It supports Quick Charge 
technology, keeps devices safe from overheating and other 
threats, and controls the charging process.

When folded up, WCS-305 is pocket-size. You can shape it into a triangle, and it 
becomes a versatile phone holder, accommodating your device vertically or horizontally.



Worried about keeping your cases on? No problem! The station's high effective charging 
distance ensures your devices charge effortlessly with their cases intact.



Your gadgets are in good hands with the anti-slip coating, providing extra protection, 
and the LED ambient light keeps you informed at a glance.



Ready to ditch those annoying wires now? Embrace the wireless charging revolution 
with the Canyon WCS-305 charging station.

Charges 3 devices 
simultaneously

15 W Fast 
charging

Qi certified 
13944

4 Protection 
levels

Foldable For Apple and QI 
devices

CNS-WCS305B 5291485014803



Foldable and compact

Fold the device and use the travel case for easy carry: this 
charger is fun-sized and fits into your pocket. When fully unfolded, 
it charges three devices simultaneously. You can form a triangle 
shape and use it as a phone holder with charging functionality.  



Simultaneous charging of 
up to 3 gadgets

This charging station is all about 
convenient multitasking. You can 
wirelessly charge three devices 
simultaneously, including your 
iPhone, AirPods, Apple Watch, 
and any Qi-standard supporting 
gadgets. It's also compatible with 
most smartphones with the 
magnetic wireless charging 
module. 

3 ways of charging



The wireless charging station comes equipped with Quick 
Charge support, ensuring your device reaches full battery in 
no time. We also added an 18W Power Delivery adapter and a 
Type C cable to the package. No more waiting around – just 
speedy, efficient charging at its finest!  

Charges your device faster



Package includes a stylish textile case, 
ensuring all your charging accessories 
stay organized and easily accessible.

Quick gude


Power Adapter


USB Type C cable


Travel Case

in the box



Thanks to its advanced chipset, this charging station takes 
care of things smartly. It automatically selects the right 
charging mode for your device, ensuring optimal performance 
while preventing battery overheating, overvoltage, 
overcurrent, and foreign object damage. Your devices' 
batteries will also appreciate the thoughtful approach, giving 
them a longer lifespan.  

Intelligent Chipset



Stay informed with the LED indicator light, which cleverly 
communicates the station's status: blue for charging or fully 
charged, green for standby mode, and green with blue for 
foreign object detection.



With its anti-slip coating and rubberized feet, the station stays 
steady, and your devices won't budge an inch. It's the perfect 
setup for worry-free charging.

Easy and convenient


